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Abstract. Low-mass stars play a key role in many different areas of astrophysics. In this article, I provide
a brief overview of the evolution of low-mass stars, and discuss some of the uncertainties and problems
currently affecting low-mass stellar models. Emphasis is placed on the following topics: the solar abundance
problem, mass loss on the red giant branch, and the level of helium enrichment associated to the multiple
populations that are present in globular clusters.

1. INTRODUCTION
Low-mass stars are the most common type of stars in the Universe, and as such a proper understanding
of their properties is of great astrophysical importance. The structure and evolution of low-mass stars
has been the subject of several recent reviews [e.g., 19, 20, 22, 88, 93, and also the papers by M. Salaris
and A. Weiss in these proceedings] – and therefore, in the present paper, I will only briefly discuss a
few selected topics of current interest. I start by providing an overview of low-mass stellar evolution
in §2. A personal view of the current status of the so-called “solar abundance problem” is given in §3,
and some recent developments in the computation of the mass-loss rates of red giants are described in
§4. Some remarks on the helium content of the multiple populations that are present in globular clusters
(GCs) are provided in §5. Finally, conclusions are given in §6.
2. OVERVIEW
The evolution of a “typical” (single) low-mass star accross the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, from the
zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the white dwarf (WD) cooling curve, is shown in Figure 1. All the
main evolutionary phases are highlighted, including the main sequence (MS), subgiant branch (SGB),
red giant branch (RGB), horizontal branch (HB), asymptotic giant branch (AGB), post-AGB, and WD
phases. In addition, several key points in the evolution of the star are also labeled, namely: 1) ZAMS; 2)
core H exhaustion/turn-off point; 3) first dredge-up episode; 4) RGB “bump”; 5) He core ignition under
degenerate conditions (He “flash”); 6) zero-age HB (ZAHB); 7) core He exhaustion/commencement
of the AGB phase. A zoomed-in version of this plot is provided in Figure 2; in this figure, the many
gyrations or loops associated with thermonuclear flashes between the RGB tip and ZAHB are clearly
seen, as are the loops associated with thermal pulses in AGB stars. Note that the star may cross the
“classical” instability strip at several points in its life, including not only the HB (RR Lyrae stars) and
AGB (type II Cepheids) phases, but also the pre-ZAHB phase (“RR Lyrae stars in disguise” [76]).
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Figure 1. H-R diagram showing the evolution of a low-mass star with the following parameters: Y = 0.23,
Z = 0.0015, M = 0.862 M . The star loses a total of ≈ 0.26 M due to stellar winds during the RGB phase.
The main evolutionary stages are labeled, and key stages in the star’s life are numbered as follows: (1) ZAMS; (2)
central H exhaustion and turn-off point; (3) first dredge-up episode; (4) RGB “bump”; (5) He ignition (RGB tip);
(6) ZAHB; (7) central He exhaustion. Adapted from [22], based on computations by Brown et al. [15].

All these episodes in the life of a low-mass star (including, in addition, the pre-MS evolution) are
extensively reviewed in [22, and references therein], and will thus not be repeated here.

3. THE SOLAR ABUNDANCE PROBLEM
3.1 The problem
Until about 2005, it was generally considered that evolutionary computations based on the solar
metallicity Z favored by N. Grevesse and co-authors [2, 41, 42] “yield solar models in good agreement
with the data” [7, and references therein]. The perceived good agreement is illustrated by the solid line in
Figure 3, which compares the predictions of the standard solar models computed by Bahcall et al. [8] for
the sound speed c(r) and the actual sound speeds that are inferred from helioseismology. The maximum
deviation is of the order of 0.3%. However, in 2005 new spectroscopic solar abundances were provided
by Asplund et al. [5], based on impressive, highly sophisticated 3D hydrodynamical models of the solar
atmosphere, which led to an important decrease in Z (see Fig. 4).1 Again as shown in Figure 3, this led
to a significantly worse agreement between the solar model computations and the helioseismological
observations, with the maximum deviation now reaching a level of about 1.2%.
This relatively recent development is commonly referred to as the “solar abundance problem.” To
be sure, and as can be seen in Figure 4, the Z value went back up slightly with the extensive follow-up
study by Asplund et al. [6], but this increase proved insufficient to restore the level of agreement that
existed previously [e.g., 74].

1 This plot includes the Z value estimated by [82] on the basis of the Holweger [47] abundance determinations for a few key


elements, namely C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe, as reported on Table 1 of Guzik & Mussack [43].
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but zooming in on the main nuclear burning stages.

The solution to the problem is currently unknown, but several suggestions have been raised in the
literature, none of which has proven entirely satisfactory. In what follows, a brief, and admittedly rather
personal, overview is presented of some of the recent work that has been carried out in this area.
3.2 Astrophysical perspective
3.2.1 Solar abundances: The present and the future
Recently, and as also shown in Figure 4, the independent 3D hydrodynamic study by Caffau et al. [17],
carried out using the CO5 BOLD code, has brought a further increase in the solar metallicity, beyond
that attained in Asplund et al. [6]. However, the Caffau et al. results have recently been subject to
some criticism, particularly in regard to the selection of atomic line lists [40, Grevesse 2012, these
proceedings]. Accordingly, a change in the CO5 BOLD Z value cannot be excluded, at this point in time.
However, it is unclear whether the change would bring values back down to the Asplund et al. levels. In
particular, the controversy regarding the choice of line lists applies primarily to the carbon lines, and to
a lesser extent to lines of other elements (Ludwig & Caffau 2012, priv. comm.).
On the other hand, the possibility of yet another increase in Z has been raised very recently by
Fabbian et al. [33, 34]. Indeed, according to their recent 3D radiation-magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
computations, magnetic fields may play a very important role in deriving reliable abundances for the
chemical elements in the Sun. Indeed, it has been known for several years now that the Sun has a
substantial amount of “hidden” magnetic energy, in the form of tangled subsurface magnetic field lines,
concentrated in intergranular lanes [54], with an average intensity of the order of 100-200 G [80], but
including contributions also at the kG level [79]. This line of research should certainly be pursued
further, but at present it remains unclear by how much (and even whether) such 3D MHD models will
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Figure 3. Illustration of the “solar abundance problem” circa 2005. The relative difference (c)/c between
the sound speed as inferred from helioseismology and that predicted by the “standard solar model” is
shown for two different choices of the solar heavy element mix: Grevesse & Sauval [42, solid line] and
Asplund et al. [5, dashed line].

Figure 4. Evolution of the recommended solar metal abundance Z . The gray arrows point to the possible increase
in Z due to the inclusion of MHD effects, as recently suggested by Fabbian et al. [33, 34].

increase Z beyond current levels. MHD effects are accordingly illustrated in Figure 4 as gray arrows
with uncertain slope.
Recently, an increase in the Ne abundance, and/or in its contribution to the opacity, has been raised as
a possible solution to the solar abundance problem [see 9, for a recent review]. However, the possibility
of an increased Ne abundance has been disputed by Asplund et al. [6], and Lin et al. [55] show
that increased Ne abundances actually worsen the agreement with the Sun, in the deeper part of the
convection zone.
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3.3 Physical perspective
From a physical perspective, the situation immediately reminds one of that which was encountered a
few decades ago in the field of stellar pulsation, with a persistent disagreement between computed and
observed period ratios of double-mode (or “bump”) Cepheids. Simon [77] realized that the problem
could be solved by increasing radiative opacities by a factor of 2-3, at temperatures ∼ 105 K. At the
time, some authors considered that such a large increase in the opacity would be unrealistic [e.g., 56],
but Simon’s suggestions were eventually vindicated by the new opacity calculations by both the OPAL
and OP teams [e.g., 48, 68, 72]. One may thus conjecture that further changes in the radiative opacities
will occur in the future that will bring helioseismology back into agreement with a low Z .
Indeed, several authors have shown that an increase in the opacity by perhaps 10-30%, in the
temperature range (3.5 ± 1.5) × 106 K, and particularly close to the base of the convective zone, plus a
more modest increase close to the center, would serve to at least restore the previous level of agreement
between solar models and helioseismology [e.g., 7, 9, 11, 27, 37, 61, 73, 91]. However, it is widely
thought [e.g., 45, and references therein] that the level of uncertainty in current opacity calculations is
at the level of 5% only [but see 83, for a different point of view]. It thus remains to be seen whether
such suggested opacity increases will materialize in the future, or whether alternative explanations for
the solar abundance problem will have to be found. In this sense, Young & Arnett [94] call attention to
an alternative route towards increasing the “effective” opacity by means of internal gravity waves [64],
which could provide another means of bringing solar models back in agreement with helioseismology.
While radiative opacities may be the most natural culprits, they are by no means the only possible
ones; for instance, Basu [9, 10] points out that changes in opacity cannot be fully satisfactory without
accompanying changes in the equation of state.
3.3.1 Non-standard solar models
Many authors have explored the possibility that standard solar models may be missing some
fundamental physical processes, whose inclusion might help bring them into agreement with
helioseismology. Among the possibilities that have been discussed in the literature, one may find the
following: increased early mass loss [43]; accretion of low-Z material from the protosolar nebula
[43, 75]; convective overshooting [43]; realistic treatment of convection [4]; enhanced diffusion [e.g.,
9, 44, and references therein]; rotation-induced mixing [16, 21, 82]; and combinations thereof [e.g., 84].
Among the more exotic solutions, one may find the conversion of photons to new light bosons in the
solar photosphere [92], as well as alternative theories of gravity [18].
3.4 An “Effective Solar Metallicity” for evolutionary databases
At this point, it is worth reminding the reader that every set of evolutionary models currently in use
by the astrophysical community at large is calibrated on the Sun. The procedure was pioneered by
Demarque & Larson [31] and Demarque & Percy [32], and requires that the present-day luminosity
(or effective temperature) and radius of the Sun are matched with the present-day (i.e., at an age of
4.57 Gyr), precisely measured solar values. In this way, one obtains the solar helium abundance Y and
the mixing length parameter MLT of mixing length theory, for an assumed solar metallicity: for instance,
in the original work by Demarque & Larson, a solar metallicity Z = 0.03 was adopted. This procedure
has remained essentially unchanged over the past (almost) 50 years, and so present-day stellar evolution
calculations, and the extensive sets of evolutionary tracks, isochrones, and luminosity functions derived
therefrom, and applied to studies of resolved and unresolved, Galactic and extragalactic, stellar
populations, are still calibrated in much the same way – the main difference being that the adopted
value of the solar metallicity has changed with time (see Fig. 4). Note that the very same procedure is
always adopted, irrespective of the degree of physical refinements that are included or lacking in any
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set of models – for instance, gravitational settling, radiative acceleration, turbulent mixing, rotation,
magnetic fields, treatment of convection beyond the extremely simplified MLT, etc.
It is perhaps advisable, at this point in time, to recognize the limitations both of our input physics and
models, and to calibrate these models using an additional quantity that was not available to the pioneers
in the field, but which is now very precisely measured – namely, the internal sound speed profile c(r), as
obtained from helioseismology [e.g., 8, 12]. Solar neutrino rates can also be included in such a “beefed
up” calibration process, thus providing yet another route to help further constrain the innermost layers
of low-mass stellar models [e.g., 3, 46, 75, 81, 91]. Indeed, one is now in a priviledged position, from
the standpoint of the available empirical data, to require of one’s solar models a closer match not only
of the Sun’s luminosity and radius at an age of 4.57 Gyr, but also of c(r) – and especially the depth
of the convection zone – in addition to the observed neutrino rates. To achieve this, an “effective solar
metallicity” Z,eff may accordingly be defined in such a way that an optimum match of the present-day,
precisely measured properties of the Sun – namely, its luminosity, radius, c(r), and neutrino rates –
yields Y , MLT , and Z,eff .
Ideally, in the presence of perfect physical input, perfect spectroscopic abundances, and perfect
numerical models, Z,eff will be identical to the spectroscopically measured photospheric solar
abundance Z,sp . In practice, however, due to (not unexpected!) imperfections in any of these
ingredients, calibration of the solar model will frequently give Z,eff = Z,sp .
Whatever the explanation of the solar abundance problem, it is clear that solar models computed
using the Asplund et al. [5, 6] or Caffau et al. [17] solar abundances fail to correctly predict the
sound speed profile that is inferred from helioseismology. The fact that models computed using higher
solar metallicities, as had previously been favored in the literature [e.g., 2, 41, 42], provide a better
match to the helioseismological observations strongly suggests that either the new solar metallicities
are too low, or/and the physical ingredients that are used in the computation of stellar models, and
especially those that depend strongly on the metallicity (such as radiative opacities), are somehow in
error. Be as it may, present-day standard solar models computed with low metallicities cannot be seen
as properly describing the inner structures of low-mass stars, even if the low solar metallicity is correct.
Evolutionary models (and the isochrones derived therefrom) calibrated on the Sun in the more robust
way just described, on the other hand, though certainly not perfect, should somehow more realistically
describe the evolutionary paths of such stars, since they – by definition – more successfully reproduce
the internal structure of the Sun.
To close, we note that van Saders & Pinsonneault [89] recently suggested that stellar metallicities
derived in a way much as has just been described, based on helio- and asteroseismology, could be used
to define a new, absolute stellar abundance scale. References to related prior work can be found in the
reviews by Mussack & Gough [62], Basu [9, 10], and Gough [36, 37], among others.

4. MASS LOSS IN RED GIANTS
Whether in their first or second ascent of the red giant branch, low-mass stars are expected to lose large
amounts of mass as they evolve. In the calculation of evolutionary tracks, it is still a common procedure
to adopt the Reimers [65, 66] analytical expression to quantitatively evaluate the corresponding mass
loss rates. However, many other formulations have been proposed in the more recent literature, and
the differences in predicted quantities, such as the integrated RGB mass loss and its dependence on
metallicity, can be quite substantial, with a strong impact on the predicted RGB progeny [e.g., 24, 53,
and references therein]. It is thus very important to establish proper recipes for the mass loss rates in
low-mass red giants, guided by the latest available empirical data.
In this sense, it is now well established that the Reimers expression does not properly describe the
behavior of mass loss in red giants [e.g., 28, 69, 70], and should thus not be used in state-of-the-art
evolutionary calculations.
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Fortunately, several improved formulations have become available recently. In particular, Schröder
& Cuntz [69] proposed the following generalized formulation of the original Reimers expression (their
eq. 4, as modified by [87] for further flexibility in evolutionary computations):

−14

Ṁ = 8 × 10

SC

L  R
M



Teff
4000 K

3.5 
1+

g
4300 g



(M yr−1 ),

(1)

where L , R , M , are the stellar luminosity, radius, and mass, respectively, given in solar units; Teff is
the star’s effective temperature, in K; g and g are the stellar and solar surface gravities, respectively;
and SC is a dimensionless coefficient of order 1. In this way, as shown by Schröder & Cuntz [69], one
is able to take into account both the mechanical energy flux that is added to the outer layers of the star
and the dependence on chromospheric height, which are two key ingredients that were not satisfactorily
included in the original Reimers formulation. The numerical factor 8 × 10−14 was adjusted by Schröder
& Cuntz [69] to provide an optimum fit to HB stars in two GCs, namely M5 (NGC 5904) and NGC 5927.
Then, assuming SC = 1, Schröder & Cuntz [70] have shown that, unlike with the Reimers formula, one
is able to obtain good agreement, within the error bars, with the empirical data for well-studied red
giants and supergiants.
Very recently, a predictive theoretical model for the mass-loss rates of cool stars has been proposed
by Cranmer & Saar [28] which seems to provide an even better fit to the empirical data [see also 1].
The model follows the flux of MHD turbulence from subsurface convection zones to its eventual
dissipation and escape through open magnetic flux tubes. The main drawback, as far as applications
to the calculation of stellar evolutionary tracks is concerned, is the fact that their formulation does not
reduce to a simple analytical formula – no doubt the main reason for the continued popularity of the
Reimers [65, 66] expression, its well-established deficiencies notwithstanding. Instead, information on
each individual star’s magnetic fields and activity is a priori required.
Given the seemingly universal character of the quiet-Sun chromosphere among inactive stars, and
thus the established concrete possibility of guiding mechanical energy toward the acceleration zone of
cool stellar winds along flux tubes [71], further exploration of the Cranmer & Saar [28] formulation
in actual evolutionary calculations would prove of great interest, and is thus strongly encouraged. In
particular, magnetic field variations may play a relevant role in the context of the second-parameter
problem of HB morphology [see 23, for a review and references], possibly being responsible, for
instance, for the existence of star-to-star variations in total mass along the HBs of individual GCs [e.g.,
85], whose origin has long remained a mystery. In this sense, it would be especially interesting if the
SC parameter in eq. (1) could be calibrated in terms of the magnetic field-related quantities that appear
in the Cranmer & Saar models.

5. MULTIPLE POPULATIONS IN GLOBULAR CLUSTERS
It is now quite well established that GCs are not the simple stellar systems that they were once thought to
be. In particular, evidence for the presence of multiple populations, interpreted as multiple star formation
episodes with different degrees of associated chemical enrichment, has been obtained on the basis of
both photometric and spectroscopic techniques [see, e.g., 14, 30, 38, 67, 86, for recent reviews and
extensive references].
One of the most exciting aspects brought about by these recent developments is the perceived
possibility of finding a physically well-motivated solution to the long-standing second-parameter
problem. Indeed, while it has long been suspected that the abundance anomalies that are observed in
GC red giants could be associated with the morphology of the HB [e.g., 25, 63], it is only recently that
large enough observational databases have been amassed that allow more reliable tests to be carried out.
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Figure 5. Chemical evolution models for two GCs, namely M13 (NGC 6205, solid lines) and NGC 2808 (dashed
lines). Left: the [Na/Fe] vs. [O/Fe] anticorrelation. Right: predicted correlation between helium abundance Y and
[O/Fe]. Note the different Y levels that are predicted for the same [O/Fe]. Adapted from [57].

In this context, Gratton et al. [39] argue that such abundance anomalies appear to be less important than
only metallicity and age, as far as the second-parameter phenomenon of HB morphology goes.
According to most authors [e.g., 29], the main driver of blue HB morphologies, in the face of
abundance variations in (mainly) O, Na, Mg, and Al, is the associated level of He enhancement that
is brought about in the course of the operation of the Ne-Na and Mg-Al proton-capture cycles, which
give rise, for instance, to the well-known O-Na anticorrelation. Uncertainties in the relevant nuclear
reaction rates can be quite large, reaching orders of magnitude in some cases [e.g., 49–51]. In fact,
the precise level of He enhancement that may be associated with a given degree of O depletion/Na
(and Al) enhancement is not known a priori. As an example, in Figure 5 (left panel) the predicted
correlation between [Na/Fe] and [O/Fe] [adapted from 57] is shown for two well-known GCs, namely
M13 (NGC 6205) and NGC 2808, both of which harbor large numbers of extreme HB stars. The right
panel in the same figure shows the associated trend between the helium abundance Y and [O/Fe].
It is especially noteworthy that extremely low levels of [O/Fe] may be reached, with only a minor
level of associated He enrichment. In addition, closely the same [O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios may imply
widely different He enrichment levels. Last but not least, note also that some of the variation in the
observed abundance ratios may be evolutionary in nature (i.e., reflecting mixing processes operating in
the interiors of the red giants), as recently demonstrated by [52]. It is important to keep these points in
mind, before arriving at conclusions regarding the level of He enrichment that may be present in a given
population, based solely on measurements of light-element abundance ratios.
As a case in point, consider the GCs M3 (NGC 5272) and M4 (NGC 6121). As shown by Sneden
et al. [78], M3 possesses a large fraction of “super-oxygen-poor” stars, by which we mean stars with
[O/Fe] < 0. Based on this datum alone, one might be tempted to suspect that M3 possesses a large
number of He-enhanced stars. Yet, as shown by Catelan et al. [26] on the basis of high-precision
Strömgren photometry, the level of He enhancement for the vast majority of M3 stars seems to satisfy
Y < 0.01. M4, on the other hand, according to the spectroscopic measurements by Marino et al.
[58, 59], seems to be basically devoid of super-O-poor stars – and yet, according to Villanova et al.
[90], blue HB stars in this cluster somehow present a fairly high level of He enhancement, of order
Y ≈ 0.02 − 0.04. It remains to be established why it is that M3, with its significant levels of oxygen
depletion, was somehow unable to produce HB stars with comparable levels of He enhancement as
claimed for M4, whose stars do not reach similarly low [O/Fe] ratios as seen in M3.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Several issues remain open in our knowledge of the evolutionary properties of low-mass stars. In this
paper, a few topics that have been the subject of considerable debate in the recent literature have been
addressed, namely the solar abundance problem, the mass loss rates in red giants, and the level of He
enhancement in the different populations that are present within individual GCs. While considerable
progress in all these areas has been made recently, more work will clearly be required before we are in
a position to fully predict the evolutionary history of a low-mass star.
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